Abstract. In the given paper we consider finite difference approximations to systems of polynomially-nonlinear partial differential equations whose coefficients are rational functions over rationals in the independent variables. The notion of strong consistency which we introduced earlier for linear systems is extended to nonlinear ones. For orthogonal and uniform grids we describe an algorithmic procedure for verification of strong consistency based on computation of difference standard bases. The concepts and algorithmic methods of the present paper are illustrated by two finite difference approximations to the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. One of these approximations is strongly consistent and another is not.
Introduction
Along with the methods of finite volumes and finite elements, the finite difference method [24] is widely used for numerical solving of partial differential equations (PDE). This method is based upon the application of a local Taylor expansion to replace a differential equation by the difference one [26, 28] defined on the chosen computational grid. The last equation forms finite difference approximation (FDA) to the given PDE, and together with discrete approximation of initial or/and boundary condition constitutes a finite difference scheme (FDS).
In theory, the most essential feature required of discretization is convergence of a solution of FDS to a solution of PDE as the grid spacings go to zero. However, except a very limited class of problems, convergence cannot be directly analyzed. Instead, it has been universally adopted that convergence is provided if FDA is consistent and stable. This adoption is due to the brilliant Lax-Richtmyer equivalence theorem [26, 28] proved first for linear scalar PDE equations and then extended to some nonlinear scalar equations [23] . The theorem states that a consistent FDA to a PDE with the well-posed initial value (Cauchy) problem converges if and only if it is stable. Consistency implies reduction of FDA to the original PDE when the grid spacings go to zero. It is obvious that consistency is necessary for convergence. As to stability, it provides boundedness of the error in the solution under small perturbation in the numerical data.
Thus, the consistency check and verification of stability are principal steps in qualitative analysis of FDA to PDE. Modern computer algebra methods, algorithms and software may provide a powerful tool for generating FDA [11] and for performing its consistency and stability analysis. Some recent computer algebra application to study stability and to generate FDA to linear PDE systems with constant coefficients are discussed in [20] . In papers [10, 13] some computer algebra and algorithmic issues related to the consistency analysis were considered. In particular, for orthogonal and uniform solution grids the notion of s-consistency (strong-consistency) was introduced in [13] for FDA to a linear PDE system that strengthens the conventional notion of consistency and admits algorithmic verification. In doing so, an s-consistent discretization not only approximates the differential equations in a given linear system but also preserves at the discrete level algebraic properties of the system. It follows that if the system has local conservation laws in the form of algebraic consequences of its equations, then the s-consistent discrete system will also have such conservation laws (cf. [5, 29] ).
In this paper we generalize the concept of s-consistency to polynomiallynonlinear PDE systems and extend the algorithmic ideas of paper [13] to check s-consistency for such systems on orthogonal and uniform solution grids. In the linear case algorithmic verification of s-consistency is based on completion of the initial differential system to involution and on construction of a Gröbner basis for the linear difference ideal generated by FDA. It is important to emphasize that involutivity of the linear differential system under consideration not only makes possible an algorithmic verification of s-consistency but is also necessary (cf. [25] ) to well-posedness of Cauchy problem for the system what, if one believes in the extension of Lax-Richtmyer equivalence theorem to PDE systems, can provide convergence for s-consistent and stable FDA.
However, a differential system may not admit involutive form. Generally, one can decompose such a system into a finitely many involutive subsystems by applying the Thomas decomposition method [27] . The decomposition is done fully algorithmically [1] with the use of constructive ideas by Janet [16] further developed and generalized in [7, 9] . Another obstacle for nonlinear FDA is that the relevant nonlinear difference Gröbner basis [19] may be infinite. Since it is commonly supposed that Gröbner basis is a finite object, its infinite difference analogue is called standard basis as well as in differential algebra (cf. [21, 31] ). This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains a short description of differential and difference systems of equations which are studied in the paper. The properties of differential Thomas decomposition that are used for the sconsistency check are considered in Section 3. In Section 4 we define difference standard bases and present an algorithm for their construction. The definition of s-consistency of FDA for uniform and orthogonal grids, which is a generalization of that in [13] to nonlinear differential systems, is given in Section 5. Here we also formulate and prove the main theorem on the algorithmic characterization of s-consistency and propose an algorithmic procedure for its verification. The concepts and methods of the paper are illustrated in Section 6 by two FDA derived in [10] for the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations. Some concluding remarks are given in Section 7.
Preliminaries
In the given paper we consider PDE systems of the form
Here f i (i = 1, . . . , p) are elements in the differential polynomial ring R :
, that is, polynomials in the dependent variables u := {u 1 , . . . , u m } (differential indeterminates) and their partial derivatives which are the operator power products of the derivation operators {δ 1 , . . . , δ n } (δ j = ∂ xj ). We shall assume that coefficients of the polynomials are rational functions in the independent variables x := {x 1 , . . . , x n } whose coefficients are rational numbers, i.e. K := Q(x).
To approximate the differential system (1) by a difference system we shall use an orthogonal and uniform computational grid (mesh) as the set of points
is the set of mesh steps (grid spacings) and the integer-valued vector (k 1 , . . . , k n ) ∈ Z n numerates the grid points. If the actual solution to the problem (1) is the vector-function u(x), then its approximation in the grid nodes will be given by the grid (vector) function u k1,··· ,kn = u(k 1 h 1 , . . . , k n h n ).
We shall assume that coefficients of the differential polynomials in F do not vanish in the grid points. The coefficients on the grid as rational functions in {k 1 h 1 , . . . , k n h n } are elements of the difference field [19] with mutually commuting differences {σ 1 , . . . , σ n } acting on a function φ(x) as the right-shift operators
The monoid (free commutative semigroup) generated by σ will be denoted by Θ, i.e.
the field of rational functions in {k 1 h 1 , . . . , k n h n } byK and the ring of difference polynomials overK byR. The elements inR are polynomials in the dependent variables (difference indeterminates) u α (α = 1, . . . , m) defined on the grid and in their shifted values σ
). The coefficients of polynomials are taken fromK.
The standard technique to obtain FDA to (1) is replacement of the derivatives occurring in (1) by finite differences and application of appropriate power product of the right-shift operators (2) to remove negative shifts in indices which may come out of expressions like
In [11] we suggested another approach to generation of FDA which is based on the finite volume method and on difference elimination. As it was shown for the classical Falkowich-Karman equation in gas dynamics, this method may derive a FDA which reveals better numerical behavior then those obtained by the standard technique. In the sequel we shall consider FDA to the PDE system (1) as a finite set of difference polynomials
where q need not be equal to p.
We shall say that a differential (resp. difference) polynomial f ∈ R (resp. f ∈R) is differential-algebraic (resp. difference-algebraic) consequence of (1) (resp. (3)) if f (resp.f ) vanishes on the common solutions of (1) (resp. (3)).
Differential Thomas Decomposition
Definition 1. Let S = and S = be finite sets of differential polynomials such that S = = ∅ and contains equations (∀s
Theorem 1.
[27] Any differential system S = , S = is decomposable into a finite set of involutive subsystems
with disjoint set of solutions
The structure of involutive subsystems in decomposition of a given system depends on the choice of ranking defined as follows. Consider the monoid of derivation operators ∆ :
The Thomas decomposition into Janet involutive [16] subsystems is done fully algorithmically and have been implemented as a Maple package [1] . Given decomposition (4), one can algorithmically verify whether a differential equation
Here dprem J (f, P ) denotes differential Janet pseudo-reminder of f modulo P . The underlying Janet pseudo-division algorithm is described in [1] and implemented in the package.
Remark 1.
For the case S = = ∅ condition (5) verifies f ∈ S = ⊂ R, where F denotes the radical of differential ideal generated by the set F . Thereby, the Thomas decomposition of (F, ∅) provides a characteristic decomposition of F (see [1, 14] for more details). Example 1. We illustrate the Thomas decomposition by the the example taken from [8] . Consider differential system
with two quadratically-nonlinear first-order PDE with two dependent and two independent variables. Its Thomas decomposition for the ranking satisfying
For a differential system with linear PDEs and the empty set of inequations the decomposition algorithm performs completion of the system to involution and returns the Janet basis form [3, 6] of the input system.
Difference Standard Bases
For the shifted dependent variables ranking is defined in perfect analogy to Definition 2 of ranking for partial derivatives.
Definition 4. A total ordering ≻ on the set M of difference monomials
is admissible if it extends a ranking and satisfies
Remark 2. Similar to that in Definition 2 one can define orderly and elimination difference rankings. As an example of admissible monomial ordering we indicate the lexicographical monomial ordering compatible with a ranking.
Given an admissible ordering ≻, every difference polynomialf has the leading monomial lm(f ) ∈ M with the leading coefficient lc(f ). In what follows every difference monomial is to be normalized (i.e. monic) by division of the monomial by its leading coefficient. This provides ( ∀f ∈R ) [ lc(f ) = 1 ].
Now we consider the notions of difference ideal [19] and its standard basis. The last notion is given here in analogy to that in differential algebra [21] .
IfF ⊂R, then the smallest σ-ideal containingF is said to be generated byF and denoted by [F ] .
If for v, w ∈ M the equality w = t · θ • v holds with θ ∈ Θ and t ∈ M we shall say that v divides w and write v | w. It is easy to see that this divisibility relation yields a partial order. 
If the standard basis is finite it is called Gröbner basis. there isf ∈F such thatp is head reducible modulof . A polynomialp is head reducible tor moduloF if there is a chain of elementary reductions
Similarly, one can define tail reduction. Ifr in (7) and each of its monomials are not reducible moduloF , then we shall say thatr is in the normal form modulõ F and writer = NF(p,F ). A polynomial setF with more then one element is interreduced if
Admissibility of ≻, as in commutative algebra, provides termination of chain (7) for anyp andF . In doing so, NF(p,F ) can be computed by the difference version of a multivariate polynomial division algorithm [2, 4] . IfG is a standard basis of [G] , then from Definitions 6 and 7 it follows
Thus, if an ideal has a finite standard (Gröbner) basis, then its construction solves the ideal membership problem as well as in commutative [2, 4] and differential [21, 31] algebra. The algorithmic characterization of standard bases, and their construction in difference polynomial rings is done in terms of difference S-polynomials.
Definition 8. Given an admissible ordering, and monic difference polynomials p andq, the polynomial S(p,q) :
Theorem 2. Given an ideal I ⊂R and an admissible ordering ≻, a set of polynomialsG ⊂ I is a standard basis of I if and only if NF(S(p,q),G) = 0 for all S-polynomials, associated with polynomials inG.
Proof. It follows from Definitions 6, 7 and 8 in line with the standard proof of the analogous theorem for Gröbner bases in commutative algebra [2, 4] and with the proof of similar theorem for standard bases in differential algebra [21] .
Let I = [F ] be a σ-ideal generated by a finite setF ⊂R of difference polynomials. Then for a fixed admissible monomial ordering the below algorithm StandardBasis, if it terminates, returns a standard basisG of I. The subalgorithm Interreduce invoked in line 11 performs mutual interreduction of the elements inH and returns a set satisfying (8) .
Algorithm StandardBasis is a difference analogue of the simplest version of Buchberger's algorithm (cf. [2, 4, 21] ). Its correctness is provided by Theorem 2. The algorithm always terminates when the input polynomials are linear. If this is not the case, the algorithm may not terminate. This means that the do while-loop (lines 2-10) may be infinite as in the differential case [21, 31] . One can improve the algorithm by taking into account Buchberger's criteria to avoid some useless zero reductions of line 5. The difference criteria are similar to the differential ones [21] .
Example 2. Consider a simple example of the principal ideal generated by polynomialg 1 := u(x) · u(x + 2) − x · u(x + 1) in the ordinary difference ring with the only shift operator (difference) σ • u(x) = u(x + 1), the independent variable (indeterminate) u and the dependent variable x. Let us fix monomial ordering as the pure lexicographic one with u(x) ≺ u(x + 1) ≺ · · · . Obviously, it is admissible. Then a nontrivial (i.e. having nonzero normal form) S-polynomial s 1 associated withg 1 and its normal formg 2 modulo {g 1 } are given by
The second nontrivial S-polynomial s 2 associated withg 1 ,g 2 and its normal form g 3 modulo {g 1 ,g 2 } read
One more nontrivial S-polynomial s 3 associated withg 2 ,g 3 and its normal form g 4 modulo {g 1 ,g 2 ,g 3 } are
The last nontrivial S-polynomial s 4 associated withg 3 ,g 4 and its normal form g 5 modulo {g 1 ,g 2 ,g 3 ,g 4 } are 
Now all S-polynomials

Consistency of Finite Difference Approximations
For simplicity, throughout this section we shall consider orthogonal and uniform grids with equisized mesh steps h 1 = · · · = h n = h.
Definition 9. [13]
We shall say that a difference equationf (u) = 0 implies the differential equation f (u) = 0 and writef ⊲ f when the Taylor expansion about a grid point yieldsf
Definition 10.
[13] Given a PDE system (1) and its difference approximation (3), we shall say that (3) is weakly consistent or w-consistent with (1) if
In paper [13] we showed that already for linear PDE systems such definition of consistency, which has been universally accepted in the literature, is not satisfactory in view of inheritance of properties of differential systems by their discretization. Instead, we introduced another concept of consistency for linear FDA which is extended to nonlinear systems of PDE as follows.
Definition 11. [19]
A perfect difference ideal generated by setF ∈R and denoted by F is the smallest difference ideal containingF and such that for anỹ f ∈ R, θ 1 , . . . , θ r ∈ Θ and
It is clear that [F ] ⊆ F . In difference algebra perfect ideals play the same role as radical ideals in commutative [4] and differential algebra [14] , for example, in Nullstellensatz [30] . By this reason we shall consider the perfect ideal F generated by the difference polynomials in FDA (3) as the set of its difference-algebraic consequences. Respectively, the set of differential-algebraic consequences of a PDE system is the radical differential ideal generated by the set F in (1) (see Remark 1).
The algorithm ConsistencyCheck presented below verifies s-consistency of FDA to PDE systems. Its correction is provided by property (5) of the differential Thomas decomposition applied in lines 13-16 of the algorithm and by Theorem 3. This theorem generalizes to nonlinear systems the theorem formulated and proved in [13] for linear systems. 
Proof. Let ≻ be an admissible monomial ordering andG be the corresponding interreduced standard basis. To prove that (10) implies (9) consider first a nonzero polynomialf ∈ [F ] and show thatf ⊲ f ∈ F . Polynomialf as well as any S-polynomial associated with elements inG, because of the property (6) of G, admits representation with respect toG and ≻ as a finite sum
Here we use the multiindex notation (11) is a difference analogue of the standard representation in commutative algebra [2] . Consider the Taylor expansion (in grid spacing h) of the right-hand side of (11) about a grid point, nonsingular for the coefficients occurring in the sum. In doing so, the shift operators σ j (j = 1, . . . , n) are expanded in the Taylor series
along with the shifted coefficients as rational functions in the independent variables. The representation (11) guarantees that in the leading order in h the leading differential monomials [21] which occur in the sum and come from different elements of the Gröbner basis cannot be cancelled out. Thereby, due to the condition (10), the Taylor expansion off implies a finite sum of the form
where
and θ 1 , . . . , θ r ∈ Θ and k 1 , . . . , k r ∈ N ≥0 be such that
As we have shown,q ⊲ q ∈ [F ], and it follows from (12) that q = p k1+···+kr wherẽ p ⊲ p. Hence, p ∈ F . The perfect ideal F can be constructed [19] from [F ] by the procedure called shuffling and based on enlargement of the generator set F with all polynomialsp satisfying (13) and on repetition of such enlargement. It is clear that each such enlargement of the intermediate ideals yields in the continuous limit a subset of F .
Conversely, conditions (10) trivially follow from (9) and fromG ⊂ F .
Algorithm: ConsistencyCheck (F,F )
Input: F ⊂ R \ {0},F ∈R \ {0}, finite sets of nonzero polynomials Output: true ifF is s-consistent FDA to F , and false otherwise 1: choose differential ranking ≻ 1 and difference ordering ≻ 2 2: T :=DifferentialThomasDecomposition (F, ≻ 1 ) 3: P 0 := { P | P, Q ∈ T } 4:G :=StandardBasis (F , ≻ 2 ) (* may not terminate *) 5: C := true 6: whileG = ∅ and C = true do 7: chooseg ∈G 8:G :=G \ {g}; P := P 0
9:
compute g such thatg ⊲ g 10: while P = ∅ and C = true do 11: choose S ∈ P
12:
P := P \ {S} (9) does not exploit the equality of cardinalities for sets of differential and difference equations as is assumed in Definition 10. The equality of cardinalities is also not used in the proof of Theorem 3. Therefore, both Definition 12 and Theorem 3 are relevant to the case when the FDA has the number of equations different from that in the PDE system.
In the nonlinear case when algorithm StandardBasis may not terminate, it is useful to compute the continuous limitg ⊲ g for the difference polynomials g obtained in line 5 of algorithm StandardBasis and to verify the condition dprem J (g, S) = 0 as it is done in line 14 of algorithm ConsistencyCheck. This way one can stop computation when inconsistency of the intermedite data in algorithm StandardBasis is detected. An example of such situation is considered in the next section.
Example: Navier-Stokes Equations
To illustrate the concept of s-consistency and the algorithmic procedure of its verification, we consider two FDA generated in [10] for the two-dimensional Navier-Stokes equations by the method of paper [11] . These equations describe unsteady motion of incompressible viscous liquid of constant viscosity. The Janet involutive form of the Navier-Stokes equations for the orderly ranking compatible with δ x ≻ δ y ≻ δ t and u ≻ v ≻ p is given by (see [10] )
Here f 1 is the continuity equation, f 2 and f 3 are the proper Navier-Stokes equations [22] , f 4 the pressure Poisson equation [15] , (u, v) is the velocity field, and p is the pressure. The density is included in the Reynolds number Re.
The differential Thomas decomposition algorithm [1] for the input f 1 , f 2 , f 3 outputs system (14) in its Janet autoreduced form
The following FDA to system (14) was obtained in [10] for the orthogonal and uniform grid with the spatial spacing h and temporal spacing τ :
This FDA is w-consistent what can be easily verified by the Taylor expansion of the difference polynomials inF := {f 1 ,f 2 ,f 3 ,f 4 } in the powers of h, τ about a grid point. In doing so, in the continuous limit (τ → 0, h → 0) the difference equations imply the involutive differential Navier-Stokes system (14) . Moreover, the algorithm StandardBasis applied to the setF 1 := {σ y •f 1 , σ y •f 2 ,f 3 ,f 4 } yields thatF 1 is a difference Gröbner basis of ideal [F 1 ] for the lexicographic ordering compatible with the orderly ranking such that σ t ≻ σ x ≻ σ y and p ≻ u ≻ v (see Remark 2) . Thus,F is the s-consistent FDA to (14) .
The above given FDA has a 5 × 5 stencil owing to the approximation of the second-order partial derivatives used for equations f 2 , f 3 and f 4 . From the numerical standpoint a 3 × 3 stencil looks like more attractive. By this reason let us follow [10] and consider another FDA to (14) with a 3 × 3 stencil: One way to check it is to compute d :=dprem J (q, F 1 ) with F 1 given by (15) . Just this computation is done in line 13 of algorithm ConsistencyCheck: Another way is to substitute into q the exact solution [17] to (14) u = −e −2t cos(x) sin(y), v = e −2t sin(x) cos(y), p = −e −4t (cos(2x)+cos(2y))/4 .
and to see that it does not satisfy q = 0. Therefore,F ′ is s-inconsistent.
Conclusion
Our computer experiments [13] with linear systems based on the implementation [12] of Janet completion algorithm for the σ-ideals generated by linear difference polynomials shown that unlike w-consistency it is fairly difficult to satisfy s-consistency by discretizing overdetermined PDE systems. This is hardly surprising since an s-consistent FDA preserves at the discrete level all consequences of the differential system. As we demonstrate in Section 6 of the present paper, completion of the Navier-Stokes equations to involution by adding the Poisson pressure equation, which has to be explicitly taken into account in the numerical solving [15] , makes the s-consistency of their FDA sensitive to discretization. To guarantee termination of the algorithmic versification of s-consistency one might use the fact that the difference polynomial ring we deal with in this paper is a Ritt ring and each its perfect ideal has a finite basis [19] . However, unlike the differential Ritt rings [14] , there are no algorithms known to compute such basis and, hence, a Gröbner basis for F . Another obstacle in computer application to the consistency analysis of FDA is the lack of software for construction of nonlinear standard bases. Only very recently a start has been made with a new algorithmic insight inspired by the ideas of paper [18] with intention to create such software packages written in Maple and Singular 1 .
